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Abstract - This arricle describes using disfribirred codi!ig 
of logical infoniiarion in nirilriagerir sjsfems. Firsr we iden- 
fib failures of rhe agefir plarfonn in case of an urrrelialde 
underlying riehrork. Nexr a simple. birr iriefficierit >%'ay ofdis- 
fribriririg rlie agenr stare is given. Finally, we expose rlie way 
of solving failirre probleiiis by iise of state srrapshors arid dis- 
fribirred coding. We develop a riiodel of the nehrork, based 
on rlie riorion of erasure graph channel. We rreaf the pmp- 
erries of rlie erasure code ericodirig dara ejjicieiirl? wirh i.e. 
specr fo  a prescribed level of distonion. This n,ork intra- 
duces irlforrnoriori-rheoreric ideas ro mriltiagerir middleware. 
It shoiild enable applicatioris of niirlriagenr sysrerns in erii'i- 
rorimenrs where if i.i hard f a  esrablisli a reliable coiiiriirriii- 

carion irlfrasrrrictrrre. The eryosed work is a parr of projwr 
Combined, funded by DECIS Lab, Delfr. 
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graph channel Figure 1: Failed communication act. The figure shows an 

UML seqrierrce diagram. The title boxes represent UML 
classes. The vertical lifelines represent Row of time. Boxes 
on the lifelines indicate threads of control, and arrows con- 
netting the threads of con,rol stand for the messages ex- 
changed between the threads. 

1 Introduction 
Multiagent systems consist of inultiple processing entities 

(agents) connected together by the means of a middleware- 
type rnitlriagent plarform. Agents communicate by means of 
comrnuiiicariori acts [ 121. The communication acts are m w  
sages in a high-level language (KQML, SL), transported by 
a reliable network protocol, such as TCP/IP. The QoS gu;ir- 
antees made by TCPiIP ensure thaL messages are delivered 
in the order they were sent. But TCPnP alone is not suitatk 
for dynamic environments, e.g. the wireless network enii- 
ronment (WLAN). In WLAN, links between nodes change 
as environment and antenna positions change. These Occiir- 
rences can cause communication acts to fail. Figure 1 gives 
an UML diagram of a failed communication act. After the 
Receiver agent is destroyed, the transaction cannot continne. 
A simple resolution to the problem of failed transaction is 
in replicating the agent services across multiple, functiona'lly 
identical agents. For the sake of illustration, the number of 
replicating agents is two. The distribution requires that both 
agents offering a replicated sewice synchronize their internal 

states so that repeated queries can resume at the place where 
they were interrupted. Each agent holds a private copy of the 
transaction state, and total storage used is twice as large than 
in the original case, hut now the probability of failed trans- 
action is less: if in the case of the transaction in Figure 1 the 
probability of failure is E ,  the probability of error in the case 
of replicated transaction is t2 < t. With n replicated agents, 
it is possible to have the probability of error of E ~ .  By using 
replication, the probability of error can be lowered with more 
replicated agents, at the expense of storage. With n replica- 
tion agents, only a l l n  fraction of total storage contains use- 
ful information and bandwidth required to ensure synchro- 
nism grows at least linearly with n. When storage and band- 
width resources are scarce or unreliable, replication schemes 
are not feasible. Scarcity of resources and unreliability is il- 

'0-7803-8566-7/011%20.00 @ 2004 IEEE. lustrated by a crisis-management prototype application [3]. 
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In an emergency service, every worker is equipped with a 
digital device that helps gathering information about a crisis 
to the command center; it also helps propagate instructions 
back to the workers. The data transported in such a way is 
precious, but cannot be buffered locally as the existence of a 
single device is uncertain. To resolve problems of data stor- 
age and communication, we search for an architecture that 
would help alleviate the adverse environment conditions. 
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Figure 2: Coded communication 

2 Architectural Constraints 
As the computational environment we assume a net- 

worked multi-agent system. In this setting there exists a 
finite number of separate threads of control, each execut- 
ing on a single host. An agent is comprised of a number 
of such threads, which are able to communicate with each 
other through an uniform network abstraction layer. The un- 
derlying network may be physically realized in any way per- 
mitted by technology. The model presented herein is built 
on top of a wireless network model due to specific demands 
of the application [2]. However, the discussion is indepen- 
dent of the type of networking. One platfoim instance pro- 
viding such interconnect is Jade [4]. It implements agency 
services in accordance with recommendations of FIPA [ I ] .  
The intended deployment diagram builds on top of this in- 
frastructure and is given in figure 3 where the agent idrtir- 
alization is proposed. The new platform must enable load 
balancing between several physical hosts. On the user side, 
the platform should keep a functionally identical interface to- 
wards the agent proper and should appear as a normal FIPA- 
compliant agent platform. The agent running on top of the 
distribution layer is called a virtual agent. The purpose of 
agent virtualization is increased resistance to processing er- 
rors. In order to be able to analyze the properties of virtu- 
alization layer, it is required that failure model be analyzed. 
The Erasure failure occurs when data are stored in a subset of 
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Figure 3: Agent virtualization. Intended deployment dia- 
gram of the new agency framework. 

the available nodes. Due to the activity of the envii-onment, 
any node of the subset can be lost, along with all the data 
it stores. When later retrieving the data, the segment which 
was located at lost nodes cannot be retrieved. The failures 
are handled in teims of the erasure-graph described in the 
following section. Following the exposition given in [ 1 I ] ,  
we define software code abstraction, to he able to represent 
internal data managed by the software code underlying an 
agent. 

Dejnition 1 (Soffware code S = (Ts, Fs, Cs)) We rnay 
characterize the code on top of whicli art agerir is built as 
a triple S E  (T’;Fs,Cs) where: Ts is the set of all data 
npes managed by S; Fs is a set of predejried fiarcrioris 
iihich riiakes access to the data objects rnariaged by rlie 
agerir available to e.rtemalyrocesses, and C, is a set of f?pe 
coriiposirion operarioris. 

Notions of definition 1 are used to represent the programs 
that the agents execute, and here we use them to explain what 
portions of agent state are subject lo encoding. The reader 
interested in formalization of these notions is i-eferred to [ I  I]. 

Dejriitiori 2 Let there be given a prograrn code S that is as- 
sociated wifh an agent, and let there be given afirrictiort SF. 
mapping the set of all software codes into a ser of biliary 
stririgs of variable length. Then SF(S) is calkd a serializa- 
tion ofS. 

Definition 3 (Code inclusion) Let SI = (Tf, Ff, CA) and 
S:! = (Tz,  FS, C;) be mopieces ofsofmare code. We will 
say thar S:! is included by SI (S:! 5 SI) ifrhe following holds: 
(Ti C_ Tf) A (FZ C_ Ff) A (4 G Cg). 

Dejnilioii 4 (Functional subset, equivalerice) Let there be 
mo agents AI and A:!, which possess collections ofsofmare 
code, labeled SI and S:! respectiid?. Then: (a )  Agent Az is 
a furictiorial subset of A1 (A2 5 AI) f S2 5 Sl; ( b )  Agents 
A1 and A:! are functionally equivalent (A1 = A*) ifit holds 
A1 5 A2 A Az 5 Ai.  
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Definition 5 (Functional idenrify) An agent is a Junctional 
identiry if it can accept a serialization SF(S) ojprogram 
code S. and is able IO repeat if upon request at a later rimc 

In particular, communication can he looked at as a functional 
identity agent (which in itself may he a functional subset .sf 
a different agent) storing a serialization of program code S’, 
SF(S). 

Definition 6 (Agent virtualization) G i i m  an agent A that 
runs on a com,entiorial milltiagent plarjomi, virtrralizarion 
is afirnction A, = d,(A) ,  yielding an agenr ruririirig on a 
distributed plarjonn, where A, = A. 

Here we focus on distribution of functional identity agenis. 
In this setting the virtual agent does not perform any addi- 
tional processing of the software code. Rather, the code (.sr 
its serialized image) is intended for transmission. Since that 
is not always possible, according to the failure model, tlie 
identity agent acts as a message buffer storing the messa;:e 
until new transmission window opens. In light of the expo!:i- 
tion so far, the research goal of this effort is finding suitahle 
virtualization function A, for various instances of agenis. 
The need to make agent state explicitly reachable by serial- 
ization primitives influences the internal architecture of the 
agent. The state is made explicit by introducing the black- 
board (BB), a container object in which all stateful agent in-  
formation is to he stored [ 121. The blackboard is accessed by 
stateless operators, pieces of software code that are allowed 
to manipulate the stored objects. The operators can add, re- 
move or modify blackboard objects. There also exist other 
benefits of employing a blackboard based internal agent ar- 
chitecture, some of which are found in [51. The software 
code attributed to the BB is denoted as: SBB. The serializa- 
tion of BB software code, SF(SBB) is then used as the input 
to the encoder. The agents are deployed on nodes connecttd 
by a short range radio-based network (e.g. WiFi). We as- 
sume that nodes in the network cooperate in relaying each 
others’ data packets. We let G, = (V, E[r-, r + ] )  he the.net- 
work (graph) formed when IVI nodes are placed uniformly 
and independently in ’D, and two nodes U,, 113 E V ;  wi # T J ~  

can communicate if r- < llzi - < r+, where the norm 
used is Euclidean (L2)  nonn, and XI. is the position vector 
of uk.  The radius T+ is usually referred to as the range of a 
node in G ,  [SI, and r- = (1 - A)r+ is the minimum inter- 
node distance needed for inteiference-free transmission [E;]. 
All messages that a node sends are broadcast. 

3 The Erasure-Graph 
This section addresses specifically multi-hop ad-hoc net- 

works, consisting of symmetrical nodes. We assume that tlie 
environment can switch off any network node with a givm 
probability. We consider the case in which a partition of a 
string of binaiy data, of a predetermined length is made, and 
each component of the panition is remembered at a particii- 
lar node, and determine the average number of bits that can 

be retrieved. To pursue this goal we define the erasure-graph 
channel and give a way to encode data over its nodes. 

Let V he a set of vertices, and E ( V )  he a set of pairs 
( 0 1 ,  U * ) ,  where 211, w2 E V .  Let the graph G be defined as 
G = (V, E) .  We interpret this in the usual sense: V is a set 
of vertices, and E ( V )  is a set of edges, constructed by con- 
necting pairs of vertices from V .  Erasure is the construction 
of a new graph G’ from G; by picking a (possibly improper) 
subset V’ of V ,  with respect to some probability distribution. 

Defiiriition 7 (Erasure partem) Let there be given a graph 
G = ( E ,  V ) .  An erasure pat tem is a mapping Ep  : V + 
(0, l}, which associates each verrex ofG wirh 1 ifrhis node 
is lo be erased from the graph, and 0 i f this node is riot IO be 
erased. The set ojal l  possible erasure patterns is denoted as  
- E. 

Definition 8 (Degradation model) Let there be given Ep E 
- E and an induced probabilir~ Pr  ( E p )  thar a given pat- 
tern Ep occurs. A degradation model is given by Q = 

(E,  Pr (Ep)).  

Definition 9 (Erasirre graph) Let there be given a graph 
G = (V, E) ,  and rhe degradation model 0. The tirple 
- G = (G,  lJ) is called the erasure-graph. 

As a special case, we consider the degradation model where 
all single vertex erasures are i.i.d. (independent identically 
distributed) with probability E that each component of V dis- 
appears in V‘. G’ = (V’, E’) is now a partial subgraph of 
G induced by a subset of vertices V’ C V .  We assume that 
G can he transformed into any of the subgraphs G’ that can 
result from removing a number of vertices from V. The tran- 
sition probability depends upon E, the outage probability. It 
defines the probability that a node will go offline. Since out- 
ages are i.i.d., the probability of k < /VI nodes going offline 
is: 

PI (k nodes fail) = 

Definition 10 (1.i.d. degradation model) Let t1ier.e be given 
an erasure graph C arid an  outage pmbabihry o j  each its 
node, E. Let Ep E E. Define k(E,), tltenamberoJriodes that 
are ordine in Ep as: k ( E p )  = I{xIx E domE,, E p ( z )  = 
0)l. An i.i.d. degradation model is a degradation model 
’D, = ( E ,  Pr ( k ( E p ) ) ) ,  where the probabiliv o jany  erasure 
parrem Ep i s  given by  equation (1).  

Definition 11 (Erasure-graph degradation) Let there be 
given an erasure graph C. A degraded graph. with 
respect to a degradation model lJ is an erasure graph 
- G’ = (G’,Q’), where G’(E’, V’) is a parrial subgraph of 
G induced by a set oji,ertices V‘ = {w : Ep(w) = 0} ,  and 
- D’ = (EL, PI (Ep) ’ ) .  A sfate transition o f the  graph C to 

- G’ by an erasure patrem Ep is denoted as: 3 G’. The 
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erasure panern that corresponds tu rliis rransiriori is denoted 
as E,(G,G'). 

A communication channel is defined by specifying a tu- 
ple (Az!  P, A,) [61, where A,  is a source alphabet used 
for signaling, A,  is the alphabet of the received symbols, 
and P = [pi;] is the channel transition matrix, where for 
i E A , , j  E A,, pi j  = P r ( Y  = j  E / X  = i). This sec- 
tion will give a mapping from the parameters of newly in- 
troduced erasure graph channel to this tuple. Let there be 
given an alphabet E Let there be given an erasure graph 
- G, and let each vertex V be attributed by a symbol from 
alphabet I" = E U {E}. Let 1 = I"l"1. To define the 
source and received alphabets, we set A, = E, A,  G 1. 
Next we construct P from the parameters of an erasure graph 
- G. Consider a single erasure pattern E, E B. For a given 
x E Z set (yi) = y E 1 in such a way that yi = E if 
E,(r/;) = 1, or yi = x othenvise. Define each element of P 
as: p,, = Pr(E,). 

Dejirritiort 12 (Erasure-graph cliarinel) Let there be gii,eri 
alphabets I, 1 a i d  P a channel tramition matrix, as de- 
scribed above. The erasure gr-aph chaririel is given by: 
c = (E, PJ) .  

An (Af: n )  code for the channel (E: P.1)  consists of the 
following [61: (a) an index set {l AI}; (b) an encoding 
function X : 11,. . . , M }  + E, yielding codewords X(1). 
X(2) , .  . . I X ( A f ) .  The set of codewords is called the code- 
book: and (c) a decoding function: g : 1 + {I,. . . , AI} 
which is a deterministic rule assigning a guess to each pos- 
sible received vector. Let that 5 be a set of binary strings 
of length 71, and X F I has to be transmitted through this 
channel. Let X k  be the I;-th bit of the binaly string, and 
let there be given an erasure graph G that is used for en- 
coding. Transmission has two distinct operations: encoding 
and decoding. Encoding consists of determining a partition 

~ 1 ~ 1 ) .  In it, each ai is a set of bits X k  from 
X that are assigned to a venex ui E V. For all pairs of 
i 3 j  such that i # j ,  i t  holds true that ri n aJ = 0, and 
Uk:vkEV a k  = S. Decoding starts with a particular vertex 
U E V .  A set R is constructed of all vertices v , ~  E V such 
that a path exists between IJ and v, in G (v is included). 
Then all bits from T,,, such that U, E R are gathered. We 
assume that i t  is easy to determine index for a bit K; into 
the binary string K when decoding. This is a reasonable as- 
sumption if we consider II fixed, as it is always possible to 
search all ri to determine which one contains X,, but here 
we do not go into efficient ways of doing it. The decoded 
string will be denoted as Y .  Only the message bits that were 
not erased by transition and are accessible from the current 
reader position are considered readable. These bits are ar- 
ranged in a received vector Y ,  with all the erased bits set to 
t, so each bit position of Y can take on a value from the set 
{O, 1, E } .  We denote as p i j  the probability that due to era- 
sure, a certain X would be received as Y .  By considering in 
turn all of the 2* distinct messages X ,  and all the possible 

received messages Y, we can in principle determine p i j  for 
all i ,  j E G. 

4 Message Encoding 
Under failure models given here it is not the best decision 

to keep a serialized software code on a single host only, as 
it could be lost as a consequence of failure. In this section 
we discuss in more detail how to formalize this requirement, 
and define optimality criteria for finding the best distribu- 
tion. The distribution optimality is governed by several de- 
sign rules which put constraints on the type of data distribu- 
tion, and the properties of the encoderldecoder pair: (i) The 
decoder should be such that, given a threshold ET,  decod- 
ing can succeed if number of erased components is less than 
ETn; (ii) Given two equivalentdatadistributions, theencoder 
should decide in favor of the "more distributed' one: (iii) The 
encoder should be able to generate a code for arbitrary num- 
ber of hosts (]VI), and arbitrary message block length (71) .  

The rule (i) can be satisfied up front. It is known that for iter- 
ative decoders such a threshold exists [IO], and thus iterative 
decoder can be used. The remaining requirements are more 
involved to satisfy. To treat requirement (ii). a notion of dis- 
tortion needs to be introduced and an equivalence of codes 
needs to be established. To satisfy requirement (iii), the size 
of the code must be runtime-variable and should not be sen- 
sitive to changes in partitioning. We remark that a rateless, 
linear parity generator code such as Luby code [9] or a vari- 
ety can be used as a staning point in the analysis. A compact 
representation of the configurations and their characteristics 
is captured by the configuration generating function. 

Definition 13 (Coefficienr (following [7])) Let rliere be 
giijeri a polynornial P ( x )  = xi a.,xi over an arbirrar?field 
F,  where i E Z and ai E F. Let rhe coeficienrfirnction be 
defined as: [zi]P(z)  z a.i. 

Definition 14 (CGF) Ler there be given an erasure graph G 
arid a corresponding panitiori II = (ai), f o r i  E 1, IVI. Ler 
each node irl C be described by rhe corresponding erasure 
probability E ~ .  The corfigurariori gerieraringfirrtction (CGF) 
G(y) is given by: 

- 

If the number of bits retrievable from G', for which G 2 
- G' holds, is q. PI (E,) is given as P r  (E,) = [y*]G(y). 

Prapositiun I Let rlrere be given a CGF G(y) = Cip iy ' ,  
as in definition 14. Then the probability of occurrence of a 
ronfigurarion wirh b bifs not erased is given by [yb]G(y). 

Pino t  Consider the case in which there exists only one 
node. The generating function, Gl(y) in this case is: 
Gl(y) = + (1 - &1)yI~11, In the case of a single node, 
n = JrlJ. The probability of the configuration of 0 bits is 
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then: [yo]Gl(y) = and the only other possible configu- 
ration of I T T I (  bits is [yllill]Gl(y) = 1 - €1, so for IVI = 1, 
the claim holds. Assume now that the claim holds for 
Gi(y), i < n, and add a new node, n. The new generating 
function is: G,(y) = E,G,-~(Y) + (1 - ~ , , ) y l ~ - ~ l G , _ ~ ( y ) .  
The first term, &,Gn-1(y) generates all configurations in 
which the node n is not present. If we denote Gk(y) = 
c ipk iy ' ,  where pk i  = P r  (k nodes, i bits), the term be- 
comes: Ci ~.p,-l,,y'. As p,, = P r  (n nodes, i bits) = 
&,,p,-l,,, the claim holds for the first term. The second 
term equals to: Ci(l - ~ , ) p ~ - ~ . ~ y ~ + ~ ~ ~ ~ .   AS^,,^+,^^^ = 
Pr (n nodes, i + IT,,/ hits) = ( l -~ ,~ )p~- - l , i ,  the claim holds 
for the second term too. Noting that the two terms partition 
the set of possible configurations yields the claim. U 

The binary string to be distributed is pre-coded by a linear 
parity generator code. Each bit of the string is obtained hy 
computing a modulo-2 sum of a certain number of bits of the 
original message [9].  The set of modulo-2 sums for all the 
bits of the binary string induce a bipartite graph [IO],  where 
the bits of the original (input) message correspond to data 
nodes, and the bits of the binary (output) string correspond 
to check nodes. We look at the node degree distribution of 
the check nodes in the induced graph. The distribution is 
given by the following degree generator function. 

Definirion 15 (DGF) Ler di be rhe nuniber of nodes of de- 
gree i in a parririori n of an erasiire graph G.. The degwe 
generarorfrmcrion (DGF) is a poljiionfial: d ( x )  = Xi d d .  

From definition 15 we can see that for an erasure graph with 
x retrievable bits, T = d( 1) holds. We extend the configura- 
tion generator function to contain the probabilities for node 
distributions. 

Definirion 16 (CDGF) Ler there be g i i w  an erasure _- graph 
- G and a corresponding parfirion n = ( x i ) .  for i E 1; 11f.I. 
Let each node in C be described by the corresponding erg- 
sure probability E ~ ,  and let each node i have irs degree dis- 
rribution d i ( x )  = Ck d,cxk. The confrgui-arion-disrributiiin 
gerieraringfrrricrion (CDGF) G ( x ,  y)  is given by: 

Let G ( x ;  y) be a CDGF. Then, G ( 1 ~  y) is the corresponding 
CGF, as by definition d,(l) = /xi( must hold. The existence 
of CDGF allows us to talk in compact terms about the corn- 
binatorial properties of the degree distributions. 

Proposirion 2 (CDGFproperties) ~ L e r  G ( x ,  y) be a CDG'F 
of a given graph G and i E 1: IVI d i ( x )  = Cj d i j x j .  Let 
G*(x,  y) be a CDGF generated by d f ( x )  = C d : j x j .  The 
expected degree distribution is giseiz by: 

The variance of the degree disrnburion is given b),. 

V a r { d ( x ) }  = [yz - (yg)'] . ( 5 )  
g=1 

Distortion corresponds to  the distance between the com- 
plete and the received message: any decodable message has 
zero distance from the complete message. Any undecodable 
message has distance proportional to the information lost in 
the channel. It is reasonable to assume that the distortion of 
any configuration is therefore the distance from the decoder 
threshold, (1 -  ET)^ [IO].  The distortion D is the expected 
distortion of the configurations reachable from a given one. 

Definition 17 (Disrorrion) Let there be gisen P message of 
lengrh n. a parririon n arid let C be a coiifrgurarion and 
D, = {C' : C 4 C'}. Le! R = ( 1  - ET)n - E,tc, /xll. 
The distonion is given b j :  

E 

d ( C )  = P r  (EL,(C,C')) .  R .  I ( R  > 0):  ( 6 )  
C'ED,  

where the seyrieirce {ni} is rhe niimber of code elenientsper 
agerir i ,  and I(x) i s  rhe indicarorfriiicriori: equal ro 0 when 
x is false, or I orherwise. 

Given a'maxiinum distortion d,, and the area v ( d , , , )  = 
{C'/d(C') I D,,}, the optimal configuration C' is given 
bv 

where f(C) is a disambiguation function that helps in the 
choice of unique C if multiple solutions are available. We 
suggest f(z) = (Ei l ~ ~ ( ~ ) ~ / ~ .  Other disambiguation func- 
tions, as well as distortion definitions could also he possi- 
ble. This choice ensures that there exists only one solution 
to equation (7). This solution is found by a gradient descent 
on the surface defined by equation (7). An example contour 
plot of d ( C )  for a configuration with two nodes, 1 and 2, is 
given in figure 4. The contours connect points with equal 
distortion. For a given maximum distortion e.g. dmaX = 20 
the solution is the lattice point (?i?,n;) closest to (O,O), and 
within the area bounded by the contour d,,, = 20. 

Proposirion 3 (Pmperties of Disrorrion) Lei the distortion 
d ( C )  be defined as in definition 17. d(C) is a posirii'e 
piecewise linearfirricrion of ( [ x i  I), and is bounded above by 
( l - & ~ ) n .  Relarii2edisrortion is rhen 6 = d ( C ) / ( ( l - € T ) n ) .  

Proofi Every term of equation (6) is positive, and defined 
only for nonnegative values of / x i [ .  By setting all ?li to he 
empty sets (i.e. maximum distortion), the maximum of d(C) 
is given by: 

d ( ~ )  =(I - ~ 7 ) n  P r  ( E J C , ~ ' ) ) .  
C ' E D ,  (8) 

I [(l - ET)R > 01 = (1 - E T ) n  
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Figure 4: The level lines of a two-nodc configuration distor- 
tion d(C).  Number of hits stored in each node are denoted as 
n l ,  and n2 .  The erasure probabilities are el = 0.7, E~ = 0.3, 
and message length is 100. 

By re-expressing d(C) in terms of I T ; [ ,  we get: d(C) = 
a0.6 - x i o i , c l T J ,  where ao,c = (1 - E T ) %  and ai.c # 0 

To illustrate the evolution of the erasure graph, we set up 
a coding g a m .  The number of hosts is determined and a 
list of reliability f i g u r e s e n .  Let the number of hosts 
be IVI, with host i E 1,IVl having erasure probability ei. 
In this experiment, /VI = 3. The code distribution is com- 
puted so that the distortion is minimal, for relative disLortions 
ranging irom 6,i, = 0 to 6,,, = 1.The environment then re- 
moves a random subset of hosts, with given probabilities E* 
and empty replacement hosts are introduced. The number of 
hosts removed in the example is I ,  and its associated erasure 
probability is €1 = 0.8. The replacement host has &; = 0.3. 
Given the new host connectivity, the new equilibrium point 
is computed. The difference in number of coding elements 
nll  in the first and in the secondcase ( n d  is computed and 
given in figure 5.  

in  general. 0 

5 Conclusion 
This aiiicle gives the reader an overview of the architec- 

tural properties of a novel multiagent platform at different 
detail levels. We motivated the architectural choices that 
make decodable the explicit agent state. The network con- 
nectivity model was introduced in form of the erasure-graph 
channel and its relevant notions were presented in order to 
build a vocabulary for talking about distributed coding. The 
notion of distortion is introduced, along with an explanation 
of the design requirements and choices that follow. Once the 
acceptable distortion is given, and optimality criterion de- 
fined, it is possible to determine the partition of the code and 
an example thereof was given. 

Figure 5 :  Equilibrium points difference for rill (I axis) and 
1112 (y axis), as the relative distortion ranges from 6,;" = 0 
to S,,, = 1. For a given 6, the difference of the number of 
code elements in the cases of €1 = 0.3 and E Z  = 0.8 are 
shown. 
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